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noticed that the Dravidian system is the same for all tenses
and that in Sanskrit, the past tenses only have dis-
appeared. As far as the perfect is concerned it may be
remarked with all precision that Dravidian ignores re-
duplication and the reduplication in Munda has only
intensive and conative values (Ling. &urv., IV, p. 46) ;
on the contrary, the existence of tense suffixes in these
two families (ibid, pp. 49, 172, etc.) would have been
rather a support at least for the Aorist stems. In fact
the process by which all these forms have been replaced
by nominal ones is found also in Iran. There is therefore,
no occasion to insist unreasonably on the very outward
resemblance of the two isolated forms of masculine nomi-
native singular, Skr. krtavan " who has done, he has
uiade,"from a stem—ta-vant, known in Iranian (Brugmann,
Grundriss, II, 1, p. 463) and in Tamil semy~d-avan. which
is formed on a very different principle and moreover
has not the same use : it is in fact sey-d-g,n which
has the function of a verb; the relation is the same
in Kurukh between is9 us "the breaker" and es'as " he
has broken/' where the alternation of the stem emphasizes
the difference of value.
The reduction of genders of the substantive which
characterises modern Indo-Aryan, does not admit any
further local explanation, although it is posterior to
Sanskrit. The question therein is of a tendency common
to all Indo-European which is however far from ending
in such a rapid and downright manner as Armenian and
Persian where the disappearance of gender is due to the
substratum (Meillet, EsQuisse...de I*arm, class., p. xiv ;
a statement winch is te be a little modified as far as the
Armenian is concerned, R. des St. Armtn^ 1923, pp. 8-4)..
In India gender disappears completely from the eastern

